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Conclusions: In conclusion, these preliminary imaging findings
suggest that the proposed T1-MRI image analysis methodology can be used
to classify pixels as either normal or abnormal as indicators for progressive lung disease. This T1-MRI lung characterization methodology builds
upon earlier T1-MRI studies and provides a sensitive, quantitative outcome
measure that can be used in clinical trials of new CFTR modulator therapies.
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Conclusion: In patients with severe lung disease and at least one copy
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Introduction: The benefits of periodic lung function testing to support
clinical decision making in CF are well known. Whilst laboratory spirometry is associated with high quality data, hand-held spirometry has advantages in that it can be taught and performed efficiently in a range of settings
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 (Table) and results were similar
gradings
to the first unsupervised-spirometry sessions (mean SD FEV 1.7 0.5 vs
1
1.8 0.7L [p=0.5]; FVC 2.8 0.8 vs 2.9 0.9L
[p=0.3]). There was a higher
proportion of Grade A sessions for all unsupervised (26.8%) than super
vised or first unsupervised (5.4%)
spirometry sessions (Table), suggesting
a coaching effect from app feedback. Quality was acceptable (Grades A
to C: At least 2 maneuvers, 200 mL FEV and FVC variation) in 59.4%
of supervised, 56.7% of first unsupervised and 72.5% of all unsupervised
sessions.
Conclusion: Spirometry quality was found to be equivalent in the unsupervised home setting using the NuvoAir system, suggesting that remote
spirometry has a place in the long-term monitoring of lung function in CF.
In addition, adherence to a bimonthly spirometry regime was high.
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